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Dancefusion Back To Now
Dancefusion, Philadelphia's dynamic modern dance repertory company will present
Dancefusion Back To Now, a virtual concert featuring excerpts of works from the
past 10 years and three new works for 2020.
Dancefusion will present a video time-capsule of concerts from “Back” 10 years,
featuring excerpts of Dancefusion reconstructed works by legendary choreographers
including works by Mary Anthony, Anna Sokolow, Jose Limon and Pauline Koner. The
virtual retrospective will also include works buy contemporary artists including, Colin
Connor, Kun-Yang Lin, Tonia Shimin, and Daniel Maloney along with works of
company choreographers including, Janet Pilla Marini, Camille Halsey, Jennifer
Yackel, Omar Frederic Pratt and Masad Qawishabazz.
The virtual concert will move to “Now” with three new video works. Two works by
Jennifer Yackel, Ruby, a haunting solo created, performed, and edited by Jennifer
Yackel, set to music of Claude Debussy and a new full company work, Untitled, edited
by Douglas E. Draper Jr. and set to Dave Brubeck’s Take 5. Omar Frederick Pratt will
complete the virtual program with a new dynamic work featuring the full company.
Dancefusion Back To Now virtual concert is free to the public and will be posted on
YouTube. It will be fully accessible and available during the FringeArts Festival and is
expected to run up to 35 minutes.
Dancefusion, founded in 1987 by Artistic Director Gwendolyn Bye, is a modern dance
repertory company dedicated to both the reconstruction of historic works from
America’s rich record of modern dance, and the creation of innovative work.
Dancefusion lives and relives the achievements of the past and explores new
choreographic directions for the future, expanding public awareness through programs
and performances to diverse audiences. For more information on Dancefusion go to:
www.gbyedance.org or call: 215-222-7633.

